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MBP has not been 

sized that genetic variations in MBP
We investigated whether variations in the MBP gene altered 

using a prospectively collected longitudinal cohort study of 127 persons who had had 
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Our results provide novel insights into the role of genetic variation within 
the MBP
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gression are determined by both genetic and environmental factors 

is believed to play an important role in the process of myelination in 

Emerging evidence suggests that autoimmune responses tar

sponse against MBP and thus affect the integrity of the myelin sheath 

with a priori hypotheses can be used to avoid the burden of correcting 

hypothesized that by using a biologically plausible candidate gene ap

therefore studied this a priori
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currently enrolled participants have completed.

consent.

|

this latter criterion [n 

at annual review and only relapses which were diagnosed and verified 
by a neurologist were included in the analysis. Disability was assessed 

Clinical history was recorded by the study neurologist with addi

describing the nature of the episode/symptoms which brought the 

prior to presentation. The presence of prior neurological symptoms 
thought by the assessing neurologist to constitute at least probable 

modifying drugs was also recorded annually.
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p < 1.0 × 10 . Principal compo

r2 < .1 in the MBP gene 

|

to satisfy linear regression assumptions of minimal heteroskedasticity. 

Interaction was assessed by generating a product term of the two 
p

delineating the significance of the interaction.
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|
predicts progression to relapse and annualized change 

homozygous risk genotype was combined with the heterozygote as 
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those carrying the CC genotype.
We did not observe any association between the other seven MBP 
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dicting relapse and annualized Δ

further support for a true effect.

n 
ing treatment as a covariant in the models did not alter the outcomes. 
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MBP have a worse outcome on key measures of dis

MBP gene interacts with serological 

MBP variant may modify myelination and demyelination remains un

the focus has shifted from defining risk associations to defining deter
a priori hypotheses such as those 

There are several potential caveats to our findings. By their na

and further subdivision into those with particular phenotypes and 

metrics such as lesion load and brain volume which have been shown 

dation of our findings in other longitudinal cohorts is essential.
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well as providing further mechanistic insights.
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